
Characters D6 / Omera

Name: Omera

Species: Human

Gender: Female

Hair color: Brown

Eye color: Brown

Skin color: Tan

MOVE - 10

DEXTERITY: 3D

        Blaster: 6D+1

        Dodge: 4D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D

        Bargain: 5D

        Persuasion: 5D

        Search: 5D+1

KNOWLEDGE: 2D+2

        Bureaucracy: 3D+1

        Streetwise:: 4D

        Value: 5D+1

        Willpower: 4D

STRENGTH: 2D+1

       Swimming 4D+1

       Stamina: 4D

MECHANICAL: 2D

        Beast Riding: 5D

        Repulsorlift Operation 3D+2

TECHNICAL: 2D

        First Aid: 4D+2

EQUIPMENT

         CREDITS  50

                  Street Clothes, Knife (Str+1D damage), 

FORCE SENSITIVE - N

FORCE POINTS - 3



DARK SIDE POINTS - 0

CHARACTER POINTS - 7

Description: Omera was a human female who lived as a farmer on the planet Sorgan during the time of

the New Republic. She was a widow with one child, a daughter named Winta.

Omera was a skilled marksman. She assisted the Mandalorian and Cara Dune in repelling a group of

Klatooinian raiders who often attacked her village on Sorgan.

At some point, Omera had a daughter, Winta, but was later widowed. She resided with her tribe at a

village on the planet Sorgan, taking care of her daughter and farming krill. The village became the site of

frequent attacks by Klatooinian raiders, forcing Omera and the villagers to remain hidden to avoid being

caught by them. Fellow villagers Caben and Stoke convinced the bounty hunter known as the

Mandalorian to help defend their village, who also brought former rebel shock trooper Cara Dune

alongside him. When they arrived at the village, Omera provided lodging to the Mandalorian. When the

Mandalorian was alerted to Winta's presence, Omera comforted the girl, explaining that he was here to

protect the village. She later arrived with a tray of food and asked why he never removed his helmet

publicly, learning of his past and the way of life he followed.

When Dune and the Mandalorian investigated the Klatooinian raiders and discovered the tracks of an AT-

ST, they announced to the villagers that they would have to migrate elsewhere. Omera stated that the

farmers had nowhere else to go. After the two agreed to train the tribe, Omera and a number of villagers

were trained in using blasters by the Mandalorian. Omera displayed her prowess in using a Relby-v10

mortar gun, catching the attention of the bounty hunter. Following their training, the Mandalorian told

Omera to prepare for the attack as him and Dune departed to provoke the Klatooinian raiders. When the

two returned, Omera and the tribe repelled the attack.

A few weeks after the battle, Dune and the Mandalorian settled in the village. Omera provided a cup of

spotchka to Dune while commenting to the Mandalorian that the Child he brought along with him was

happy to be living at the village. He later informed her that he would be leaving the Child behind in order

to keep him safe. Omera asked the Mandalorian to stay and attempted to remove his helmet but was

stopped by him, stating that only the Child belonged here. Their conversation was interrupted by a

gunshot, which turned out to be Dune killing a bounty hunter that attempted to eliminate the Child.

Knowing that his life was still in danger, the Mandalorian decided to leave the planet with him. Omera

thanked him as he parted ways with Dune and the tribe. 
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